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1.Introduction.

In part I, the TAP equations] well-known in the theory of

the spin glasses, have bean studied analytically. The irrevers-

ibiiity observed •-' in solving numerically a simplified version

of the TAP equations, was proved to be associated with the peculiar

structure of these equations. Also, taking into account

the irreversibinty c>li« for assential generalization

of a configuration averaging. Really, the lrraversibility means

that the local averages /^j are not functions of bonds(J)yj and,

hence, integration over{JkJ with a factorX(iuf-//U89d a* P*e-

aent in the theory of spin glasses as a configuration averaging

is not definable.

This problem will be treated later (see also Ref.4) on the

basis of a model studied in part I, namelyi the local mean mag-

netizations 6: satisfy a system of the TAP aquations)

where the set [\Ji>)'t *,/•/,»>#;
 ifj'Jls s o m s 'i»d

{eonsigtin"- of N(tt-i)/t, members) of thi random quantity with

distribution j[i*lj)/'-

(2)

with 7 J fi where J is an intensive parameter. It should

be noted that, of course, a general formulation of the notion

of configuration averaging i3 independent of explicit form of

-z-
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Sqs.(1) and distribution^). As In part I,

whole complsx of quantities: *-~l}H.ftf,

denote the

2.The concept of*structural argodleity

Ona will consider a spin system baing composed of jf+l in-

teracting spins S( , 1SO)1),.I tf ; with the local mean magneti-

zations ^i^^Si^T satisfying some equations, for example,Sqs(1).

In part I macroscopic distribution P(<t) was defined as fol-

lows:

(1.4)

where ^6i,) la » solution of Eqs.O). The right-hand aide of re-

lation(1.4), generally speaking, can ba dependant on both the

selected solution (if macroscopic inaquivalent statas are avail-

able) and tha particular realization of bonds {Taj (in the

case of lacking a so-called self-averaging). Consequently, it

is more convenient (and more reasonable physically ) to define

a macroscopic distribution as followsi

Asxa \ X ia average over the solutions of 3qs.(1), ths values

{Jit] being fixed. In averaging the solutions {^(Of are taken

with factors Fg accordingly, with /}• being a probability of

the state J^*^ (for exaim?le, Gibba factor Q" £*sf where /j.

is the free energy of the state \€^J defined by relation (1.2 )JL

A configuration averaging \ A. is one over spin system with

different realizations of bonds \Jc-J C is not only an integration

over bonds {Jf// ).
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Since dV each is defined by the particular configuration

ijj and the solutionX^, /« the terms of the sum

on right-hand side of(3) are equivalent, whence

In turn, the latter can be rewritten in the form

(4)

(5)

where index K numbers members of sequence consisting of chosen

incidentally system (i.e. chosen incidentally bonds {Ji}}

and solutions \<f{'S^ J ). Of course, it is implied that the

choice is carried out "physically" or, In other words, bonds

\Tij] are chosen in accordance with distribution *({J(j))

solutions fei^j axe done in accordance with distribution

Let us consider some trajectory fr in fJ£;/ -space, which

Joins points (TU (k)) and {joi=0 }, (fy&t.g.'L). This trajectory
may ba treated as a "turning off" of interaction with the apin St.

Generally speaking, a set of trajectories {6> j with tha

fixed point fa (K)} at {Jj\f a / X (*)} oan b* «l»t«d to the tra-
jectory J_ by virtue of the fact that the possibility of pre-

scribing incidental transitions {^Sfi) —- /<J£&**} la chosen

incidentally points of the trajectory j _ exists. As was dis-

cussed in part I these transitions should ba axcludad if \pi)

ia a "physical" trajectory (i.e. trajectory that might ba ob-

served nrovidsd "turning off" of an interaction with the spinj^

really took place). Here it ia implied that the "turning off"

of an interaction should really be realized rather slowly for

sach point of tlrs trajectory \^J to obey tha equilibrium sys-

tem of Sqs.(i). Ona will adopt that faj ia a "physical" tra-



jectory. I t should be emphasized that this trajectory i s not

also tha only one because, i f irraversibility i s available,

the transitions induced by random fluctuations of the quantities

{itij and T result in a set of trajectories \^i) , J_ being

ftx«d.

Let us choose incidentally ona of such trajectories {<f;} ;

i ta final point (at {Xot • 0} ) will be a state {<S*(K)} with dfy=0

for each K according to Sqs.O). It should ba noted that the

configuration'$&• (n)f will be dependent on\*CJ(K)/ and \^I(K)} in

the general case.

Let uo consider a reverse procedure, namely an "injection"

of th« spin S9 ^
 B" incidental system being composed of fi

spins or, in ether words, a certain "physical" trajectory {£• I

conforming to "turning on" of an interaction J »rhicli i s a

trajectory in [7^) -apace joining the points {Jgi-OJ and {j^f*

(Pig.1). Wow, in contrast to the "turning off" of an interac-

tion procedure, any (independent of values [T^ (K)J ) solution

{t^j of Bqs.CD for N -spin systam can be takan (with the

probability^ (/if)) as a in i t ia l point fdi°Ji^0 of the trajec-

tory {rf;}.

The components4t(n) of the final points/<jj/i)/ of tbese tra-

(6)

It is natural to assume that the distribution Ptft) raaulting

from the incidental "choice" of one spin from (tt+1) -spin sys-

tem and the distribution J(6) resulting from tha incidental

"injection" of one spin in V -spin system are equivalent. Phis

-5-

asaumption though appeazsto 1>a fairly evident, one will treat

it as a postulate, a violation of even "absolutely"obvioua as-

sumptions being characteristic of spin glass phase. How using

this postulate and the independence of /<&*/ and |X. (x}j in

"injecting" the spin St in a ft -spin system one can write

the points da(k'ts) result from the only i n i t i a l configu-

ration yS' /s<f[rf'' J tf*a Of where I e C /̂..»f //) Js£tmitf Here

averaging over different ini t ia l states ^ ^ i s that introduced

in formula{4-) ( \ /$ ) , we proceed from (A/+f) -spin system

to M -spin system which i s macroscopic equivalent to the for-

mer (in the limit N " " • • • ) .

Let us consider such a set of trajectories t that a set

of final points {Ift j of these trajectories are distributed as

interaction bonds in the model; for example, with Gaussian dis-

tribution(2), but it is not nec««»«rllv. Dtnott the probability

of finding the comnoncnts €6 of the final points of "physical"

trajectories p t
4 ] , conforming to th« set of trajectories ^ ,

within the interval /<*•-<</< f as • k'/Jfr-tf'#/< f). Then(7)

can be presented thus>

whsre Wf is related to a particular init ial point {dj / - / / * £ / £ * r

3elation(3) reduces the many-particle problem of averaging

ovar al l spins of system to a configuration averaging in the

one-particle situation or, in other words, represents a prin-

ciple of structural ergodicity, known in the theory of dis -

ordered systems.

T



In the special case, with no irreversible jumps being in-

volved in the trajectory {rf. J (i.e. at X &8 ) and, hence, with

€t being a function of {^7 (the configuration £d£ j being

fixed), ralationfS) la reduced to integration

it

(9)

Furthermore, if distinct statea {df J are macroscopic equiva-

lent, that i s distributions/' (j) corresponding to these states,

equal up to terms being vanishlngly 3mall if fi/-+oo ,

one will obtain

<-<<. «); s)) (10)

for each initial state {^i^J. It ia this configuration aver-

aging that is commonly used in the theory of apin glasses. Con-

sequently, It is natural to expect that the anplication of

relatlon(iO) has to lead to the known results. However, as

shown later, general formulation(S) is more convenient for

applications.

If the irreversibility takaa place (A > A~* ), however,

the final point 6t of the trajectory <S0 will be rather a

functional of the trajectory \ than a function of its final

point \7f\ Therefore, in thia case it 13 relationO) that

3hould be employad.

3. Macroscopic distribution ( X < fi )

Consider 7(; as a random variable j . , Jumping at the

discrete moments of time f W for a distance of aJoi sifT> 0

with the equal probability P* fa to the right and left along

-7-

the axis Joi , I t should be noted that here time "t is taken

in a formal rather than physical sense, i .e . f Is a parameter.

Let t(k*1Lf(Ki~ $i >0 and i'=0; } c (+°)=QNow o n a proceeds to

continuous random paths ao that ($J)*"/£i -*7*' t a* hT-+Oi&t~+

Then the probability of finding ^ into immediate neighbour-

hood of the point J^i at the time X = / is described by Gaua-

sian distribution

it =-JJ<S}-
Let ua determine a random path of a multidimensional random

variable {/^ <M |^ J aa jumping alternately of vactor components

\, \ isl ... fJ a t tha discrete moment of time t'*»*J , where

"t^"'^-t^*1' ̂ »-Si Then, in the satne manner as in the one-dimen-

sional case we have

(115

e some solution of £qs.(1). Introduce a random

such that the jump of V ** *he moment t*** ia

Let

variable

given by

7..:riitiDn3 of inLjrac:ion jonds only .vl;a on^ spin cannot ra-

sult in variations of macroscopic quantities of ths state(other-

•iri.se tiis limit //-••o does not exist) and, hence, the values of

a set {'{Jit*/) may be treated as values of the random quantity

discrlbad in accordance with P(tf), (Turtherjan index S will be

dropped.) Than trajectory V is a random path, with ite step

distribution being: defined by P(t) ; consequently, one can

write (if Vff=O)= 0):

-8-



C13)

where V is the .final point of the path V,

Introduce a "turning on" interaction parameter

Generalizing the relations derived in part I one obtains

(14)

(15)

(16)

(is?) *

whence using (12) we have

iff
Since at involyea email factors J^ (in contrast to tfX orff(£),

a variation of £ along path J may be thought to ba alow,

and this makaa it possible to integrated5) explicitly:

7 = x,~XeZ, + c , (17)

where C is a integration constant; and C= 0 if i t is adopted

that y(t:o)~ 0,
3acau3e )*& • the function y fra) is not equal to zero

f-r all -i£&£l . The 3.*IJ to jns accordancs b-tv/een ** and

is ensured by this fact. Then in virtue of(8) and(13) for the

distribution we have;

(13)

whera ys ((f) is defined similarly to ^ in part I:

It i3 anticipated that the states {f-Wl axe macroscopically

equivalent and, as a consequence, an index S will be dropped

throughout. Then(18) takes the forms

, _J* "" (19)

Thus, the case A <fl is reduced to solving the following sys-

tem of aquationst

(20.1)

vrhere

-9-

(20.2)

(21)

These equations reproduce the results obtained by other

authors and by means of the different procedures '. However,

the condition A<& ia not taken into consideration in mentioned

works at all, -.vita the pertinent solutions proved as being un-

stable10'11. The known result by 3herriagton and Kirfcpatriek(SK)6

is on3 of such solutions and satisfies 3qs.(20) and (21) so that

A- 0. However, this solution suffers from a number of dis-

^livtmtnv* (in ^"rticuln^, it «*".?.ts in ?. n̂ *?»ti

S <o if 7-*- 0 )•
in order to ensure that S~~0 for T~*O • i t is necosaary that

as T~+O. One will ahow that 3qs. (20) and (21) have no solu-

tions behaving asymptotically at T-^0 e,a indicated above (with

regard for the condition A < fi~ ) . It is evident that 4JT p. Q •

than considering the condition fl(4~f)~-+0 '"* havet

-to-



But X< B t hencs jXJ-^0 as T-* 0, On ths othsr hand,
expanding in powers of A it is easy to show that

whara

with the result that &7X({-a)ti'i^O(i) a s 7*—•• 0. The last

i3 inconsistent with the condition /^/-*tf and &({~4)-~0.

Thus, SK modal doea not describe reasonable (physically

adequate) solutions when /\ < A , This fact causes us to turn

attention to the discussion of the region X <5- JJ j whare as was

shown in part 1, irreversibillty effects should be taken into

account.

4. Macroscopic distribution ( X > &'* )

In the case under consideration ( X > g ) the "physical"

trajectory 69 will involve irreversible jumps from points of

the local instability +<fa , 'while on its continuous part3 as

before it .viil be rala-jd in sonu 'i&y4e(?j "° Z2-^ i>az'a /* UJ~

fined above. The final point of trajectory c?ff (danote it as $f )

as well as the final point V of the path V is now the func-

tional of "turning-on" of an interaction t

Introduce the functions r{€) and h (9) which ara distri-

butions of the values €$ and y* accordingly. Than the principle

of a structural argodicity(a) takes the form

-11-

where the states }^C j are assumed to be macroscopically

equivalent. At J| •< k the one to one accordance between 6Q and

V takes place, and this makes it possible to write at once

or, in other words, to express Pfa) directly in terms of ft(9),

A qualitatively distinct situation occurs in the irreversible

case, when the final point St is not a function of the final

point y but a functional of the whole path V.

In Fig. 2 the dependence V(«) s V ^ AXJ for

itativeiy shown, which coincides "ith the function *£j) at £ = ;

It is obvious that Jumps on the trajectory <to appear only

at BA£>£. Also, values jttf*4 are dependent on the stage of a

path, i.e. ̂ "O^ft). and this fact icnplicatas significantly

the problem.

Introduce the notations Vf = )}<&(O) »nd fasJftf*)*^ (t-i)i
it is easy to obtain the following inequalityt

•.vhich enables us to adopt the approximation

^ (0 ~ ft ,
provided

(24)

« 1 . (25)

It can be demonstrated that limitatlons(24,25) are not essen-

tial for further results to be obtained. However, to prove this

statement a complete reformulation of the problem and carrying

out of a considerably larger volume of calculations are required.

Ths special investigations concerning this problem will be

reported else.

-12-



In addition, the jumpa will be suggested to occur for

i.«. on« will neglect part of the trajectory within 0<C<

that is reasonable if

It should ba remembered, however, that the jumps on the

trajectory tf# appear beginning with t (\)

4 B «i (i
ith t= (B\) fvihan Xt (t-(&$)- Q

, at f : ̂ ) * <*,> « / or ̂  < tf(<> A Therefore,

(the possibility of an exact equality tf"0 = Q as occured with

a zero probability can be neglected). Two essential conclusions

follow from this fact. Firstly, two trajectory classes: d^* and

o"0~ with 40(Q)z4»(t*(pX) )>0&ni <fo (o) < 0 accordingly should

be studied. And secondly, the trajectory <S^ does never fall

within the region /o"«/< tf«(t) as may be seen from Fig.2. Conse-

quently, P((t)-0within Idl«f± Htfi (1=. i) or, in other words,

the distribution P(d) involves a gap.

At /v|>//j(£)| as in the case \<p , one to one relation-

ship <t(i) is available and, therefore, equality{23), where one

should put ~tsb t Sold within thi3 rsgion.

At |V|<|>!t(£)| two branches of the function 6(9) are avail-

able, namely for 4>Q and d<0 accordingly; the transitions

from one branch to another being accomplished by irreversible

jumps from the points * <J«(£), As a consequence, the one to one

accordance breaks within the region |>>J < /ŷ  (£)j One to one <f(?)

being preserved within the boundaries of aacn specific branch,

the trajectories tfft should be divided into two classe3J 6̂

and 3, involving the odd and even number of the irreversible

jumps respectively. Then within each class the one to one ac-

cordance occurs and, hence, a relation of the (23)-type can be

written for each class of trajectories. Based on thia fact and
/%*

also taking into account the division of the trajectories (f0 into

tha classes dQ and 0"̂ ~ in addition, one derives at 6?0

(26)

where Jia is a distribution of the paths V such that the

trajectories €9 , conforming to them, come from the region

$>O and involve the even number of the irreversible jumps

or, in other words, fi*0 belong to the class 0̂  ; /?_ is

defined similarly. The following representations are evident:

num-where an index jt in the expressions HK (v) denotes the

ber of the jumps.

Now using approximation(24) one can consider that H0(t>) de-

terminea the probability weight of the trajectories (JJ which

does not attain the point «i >0. In other words, h9 fy) conforms

to the one of random paths V , with an absorption screen being

in the point *L ^. Then, taking into account that

(28)

one obtains

-13-

(29)

Further, fî (vj conforms to tha probability weight of the tra-

jectories tf+ which attain the point <£>0 but not the point

(-ft)<0. I n tarm8 °f the random paths V this means that now

an abaorption screen is placed in tha poiat (~bt) l furthermore

it ia the paths y attaining the point h that should be

taken into account. For the number of paths y attaining tha point

-14-



and subsequently doing the point ("jf)to find, one will

again take advantage of the reflection method^ (the reflections

in the points ^4 and 3 ^ are performed in this case). Then

(30)

Further, reasoning in an analogous way, wa obtain

(3D

(32)

The transition fc* (y) _*. j , - ^ J conforming to the substitu-

tion Jf — - £, , the distribution/^J at 4>0 and

taka conclusively the form

where tha condit ion V J | . ~ ^ .ras taken in to cons idera t ion . Ex

pression for F(<t) a t 4<Q can be obtained on the basi3 of tha

fact that P(£] ia an even functions P(<S)-P(-</},

It is convenient to introduce the notation

HI)
then takas the form (for the branch d > Q )

I t i s easy to see that f | fy)=0 and

and, hence, r^tfj ia a continuous function.

-15-

5.Aaymptotlc of macroacopic distribution at sm

Asymptotic of a3tpreaaion(35) atTj-rOwill further ba

t ia l for ua. In order to represent H(^) within region ty/

as some integrals from geometric progression, one may amploy

the following equality

ml Mill. JL (36)

It is eaay to prove that the convergence of this series is en-

sured (at ^ < 0 ) by the inequalitiea ^ij^O and

vrithin region

lowing results

Formal transformations lead to the fol-

tha following definitions ware introduced*

(38)

(39)

At small ,̂ (and, consequently, at small ̂  , because \M S-

asymptotic of integrand in the equality(37) is of the form

with

Now the raoreaentation

x-;e

-16-



enables one to writs h(h)in toros of the error function. Then,

accurate to leading term of the expansion in powers of h and j.

one obtains

(42)

Aa ahown later, i.^t ~A a* T—^0 » therefore condltion{25),

used essentially for the distribution P{<t) to be derived, is

violated at small 7^ However, as previously noted, relation-

ahip(42) can be derived by distinct method (without applying

condition(25)) and, hanee, it is true without regard to

the validity of condltiont25).

6. "Pathological" equilibrium state at a low temperature

0n« will show that within the framework of the apin glaa3

modal under consideration the equilibrium irreversibleO >A )

state auch that l.-*+Q at T~*0 is available. Thj possibility

of eiistence of .other states with different a3ymptotics for

j/f at low temperatures, however, is not excluded. The macro-

scopic distribution (at small 7. and 4>6^ ) has the form

Pfa)- 0 within the region jdf < (f^ ; Pfa) at d<-<fc, is ob-

tained from the equality P(<f)- f*(-if). Now one will write some

relations, which will be required. Sines ̂  (jft =0f then

? 1

using condition of tha jump S^r Q {when Xs-* -Xx ) -.va obtain

-17-

(45.1)

bassd on tha definition of ths quantity /| (in part I) one has

whence the criterion for availability of the atats with \+0 ia

derivad .

It i3 easy to verify that the inequlllty k\X>i la a necessary

condition for satisfying(46) at £ -•» o». Then it ia convenient

to introduce the notations

%. =i~<l , (47.1)

hence (taking into account BX >^ i ) JJ "* O t Ji^-*»9 at 7 ~ * 0

—•* °° ). In virtue of 3qs.(44) and(45.D we have

(48)

(49)

where the leading terms of the expansions in powers of 7. are

retained. Eq.(45.2) reault3 in X<w gjc» f-i/X/^JE tor finite h

tegration on the right-hand aide of(46)j

•vhtnca

(50)

-18-



On tha basis of that, we obtain for the thermodynamics quanti-

*~fcai- T-...

The free energy (1.2) ia given by

with regard to Sqs.(i) that reduce to

•
(53)

where £//\/ ia a gpecific internal energy.

In tha same manner, the entropy i3 given by

(54)

7. Diacuaaion

It is evident from equality (53) that tha specific heat de-

fined by the relation C-/I/ (<*E/dT) ia negative and diverges

if T~*0. Tha behaviour of tha antrooy $ is also anomalous

in so far as S<0 at low tamparatursa (though S~*Q if T~*0 ).

-19-

Thus, the "pathological" equilibrium atata(P3S) is unstable at

low temperatures (the specific heat C being negative) and a3

a whole, of course, cannot giv3 an adequata description of tha

spin glass phase. However, this state proved tobe adjoin in some

senae to the self-organizing state (with C>0 and S'> 0 a*

low temperatures, and $—^O 83 7~~"*" 0 ) with the result

that some part of their properties coincides qualitatively. In

thi3 connection hare some distinctive features of the spin glass

phase at low temperatures (which being also characteristic of

PES) will be only briefly outlined.

1} PBS and self-organizing states become one as 7*— 0 and,

hence, tho divergence of C may b« tr««ted as a phase transi-

tion at T - O.

2) The apacific heat can be alternatively defined as follows

r, l (55)

whare

_ £
<

(56)

and a set {(JjjJ obeys Hqs.(1). The quantities C and C turned

out to be different in the P2S aa well as in the self-organi-

zing stata (specifically, C does not already diverge aa

T-+0 ). This property can be considered as a consequence

of irrsvaraibility, and the arguments being available in favour

of tha fact that it is quantity C which ia maasured with ax-

-20-



perimental procedures in use. In this connection i t i s interest-
rv

ing to note that in the self-organizing state C ~* T at low

temperatures in accordance with experimental data.

3) The form of the distribution ?(6) at low temperatures is

qualitatively presented in Pig.3. Characteristic properties

of this distribution are the following: a) the gap at
\4\ < <?x S b) *&e dependence $(&)'*' \d~<f&\ a

c) the availability of two "phases" in the distribution

namely a smooth one {at *̂ j <{df ̂  » £ ) and a pick-type one

(at \i\ > rfj, ). The last property has been noted in a computer

simulation of the processes ln spin glasses .

In this connection, however, If can be noted that the nume-

rical results should be employed with care for the comparison

with a theory, since one failed to find directly the numerical

solutions of TAP equations because of exclusively slow conver-

gence of used computer procedures. Dropping the "reaction" term

fit 5" T;-(i~6l) in the equations for cj/ speeds up greatly

the convergence1 ~-Jf1-'. However, basad on our results 3Ctff«/'k'~

and, hencs, the substitution «X(!»Wj—••^fatj Is invalid.

4) The availability of a gap in distribution P(*) makes it

lossible to ascertain the origin of magnetic viscosity beinp

characteristic of spin glasses14"16.

Indeed, at A * 0 the gap (Flg.3) divides the region of

variation into two disconnected symmetric regions: 4> *&. and

d<-4*.. Therefore upon turning on the magnetic field h40 mag-

netising a spin glass pattern proceeds by meana of two proces-

ses! a) changing the local magnetizations ̂  ,' i - i,,,,t V inside

of each specific region 6>O and 4<0 accordingly or, in

other words, with conservation of the number of spins in the

-21-

region <*;• > 0 and €^<0, b) The spin redistribution between

tha regions through the transitions from the local-unstable

points <JftM and d£(A) (it should be expected that £$)*-f

at hfO ). The last process becomes asymmetric in presence

of a magnetic field h + 0 * i.e. the numbers of spins in two

foregoing regions will change ln the course of time (it is na-
tural to expect that at k > 0 P{4>4?(l)}>£ >//«"<<£#)}
It this process proceeds far much slower as compared with the

first one (this seems to be reasonable), their contributions

into magnetization will be separated on the time scale.

At the same qualitative level the origin of difference be-

tween the pattern magnetizations cooled through 7^ in the pre-

sence of zero and nonzero magnetic field respectively1*"16 can

be jnderstood. At T > 7^ and h > 0 symmetry between the regions

4>O and 6<O have already been broken: P{d>o}>i>p{^<oj
Therefore in cooling a pattern at invariable k the appearance

of a distribution gap (It is likely at T « T o ) does not lead

to an asymmetric redistribution of spins between regions €>^(/i)

and rf< ^a.(fJt and aa a result, the magnetization Mi ft) will

be independent of time.

On the other hand , pattern magnetization cooled in pre-

sence of zero field n o ( M
 sras shown above to be appreciably

d3p3n<l--nt on tinij and, hence, experiments involving different

affective observation times will result in different M« (M, but

^ case.

- - 2 2 -
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Thus, taking Into account tha irraver3ibility allows ona

to understand qualitatively some characteristic properties of

spin glasses. Howavar, instability of PKS leads us to atudy

tha self-organising state. Possibility of generating auch a

state in spin glasses has bean demonstrated in part I of tha

paper. Tha preliminary results of investigations relating to

the sslf-organizing state in SK model of spin glasses were

published in Ref.4.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig.1. Tha trajectories } belong to H -dimensional J -apace

If tha irrerersibility takes place, the different trajac-

torlss $,(i) and 5,/ii » finishing in the aama point

laad to tha trajaotorias 6"0 (i) and €t(l) , finishing

in tha distinct points <£* (4) $ fo*(2).

Fig.2. vCSiQ-x-tezs^ato&Kf- Jrf£. The p° int *i (£) i s

determinad from equality ^ (I) s i" a/lith <f* (£) «nd

i'Pt(l-^(l))-0 (or yYii^f) =<? ). The point
JCj££) i s determined by jump condition

-*(**(*%***-*& (t))*o
Pig.3. Tho distr ibution P(<t) a t (fiT)"z£ Here ^ = i - ( J i

J ^ B / - ^ , ' - i*"^ / R e a c h e s i t s maximumt ~ £ i S

at ^

Fig. 1
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Fig.2
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Fig.3
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